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QUESTION 1

There has been a sharp increase in the subscription prices of many accounting school text books in the past five years.
Many publishers ascribe the necessity for these increases to the easy availability of electronic books, which enable
people simply to electronically copy the books they want rather than buying the printed text. Which of the following, if
true, would make this explanation more plausible? 

A. The great majority of student texts have a massive backlog awaiting publication. 

B. Over the past five years there has been a substantial decline in the number of accounting school students, while
electronic books have remained fairly stable. 

C. In the five years immediately preceding the price surge, there was a substantial decline in the number accounting
school students requiring text books, while electronic book subscriptions remained fairly stable. 

D. Many electronic publishers have recently begun cutting back on subscription accounting school text books. 

E. In almost every publishing company, there has been an increase in the number of accounting school texts available
in the past few years. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Ordinary mountain sickness, a common condition among mountain climbers, and one from which most people can
recover, is caused by the characteristic shortage of oxygen in the atmosphere at high altitudes. Cerebral edema, a rarer
disruption of blood circulation in the brain that quickly becomes life-threatening if not correctly treated from its onset, can
also be caused by a shortage of oxygen. Since the symptoms of cerebral edema resemble those of ordinary mountain
sickness, cerebral edema is especially dangerous at high altitudes. 

Which one of the following is an assumption on which the argument depends? 

A. The treatment for ordinary mountain sickness differs from the treatment for cerebral edema. 

B. Cerebral edema can cause those who suffer from it to slip into a coma within a few hours. 

C. Unlike cerebral edema, ordinary mountain sickness involves no disruption of blood circulation in the brain. 

D. Shortage of oxygen at extremely high altitudes is likely to affect thinking processes and cause errors of judgment. 

E. Most people who suffer from ordinary mountain sickness recover without any special treatment. 

Correct Answer: A 

The conclusion of the argument is that cerebral edema can be especially dangerous at high altitudes. Why? Because it
quickly becomes life threatening if it\\'s not correctly treated from its onset. But we also know that its symptoms are
similar to that of ordinary mountain sickness which is also caused by the shortage of oxygen at high altitudes. So
basically, if you have the symptoms, you might have the serious condition or the ordinary condition. That sounds
dangerous, right? You might have the serious version and not know it! So what\\'s assumed here? The argument seems
pretty good as is. This was a tough one and it was difficult to prephrase an answer. Let\\'s move on to the answer
choices and see which one the author must be assuming. 
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QUESTION 3

Leatherbacks, the largest of the sea turtles, when subjected to the conditions of captivity, are susceptible to a wide
variety of fatal diseases with which they would never come in contact if they lived in the wild. It is surprising; therefore,
that the likelihood that a leatherback will reach its theoretical maximum life expectancy is about the same whether that
animal is living in captivity or in the wild. 

Which one of the following, if true, most helps to resolve the apparent discrepancy? 

A. Fewer diseases attack leatherbacks than attack other large aquatic reptiles. 

B. The average life expectancy of sea turtles in general is longer than that of almost all other marine animals. 

C. Most leatherbacks that perish in the wild are killed by predators. 

D. Few zoologists have sufficient knowledge to establish an artificial environment that is conducive to the well-being of
captive leatherbacks. 

E. The size of a leatherback is an untrustworthy indicator of its age. 

Correct Answer: C 

"Resolve the discrepancy" means Paradox, so let\\'s scope out the mystery and think about what might resolve it.
Paraphrase: Leatherbacks in captivity are prone to deadly diseases that they would never get out in the wild.
Considering this, the author finds it odd that leatherbacks in the wild don\\'t seem to have a greater chance of reaching
maximum life expectancy. But just because one aspect of captivity is more life-threatening for leatherbacks doesn\\'t
mean there aren\\'t other factors that make captivity actually safer for them. So we should look for a choice that, if true,
would balance out the equation. C. provides an obvious solution. Predators would presumably not be a problem for
turtles in captivity,but they\\'re a huge source of danger for those in the wild. So while certain diseases may kill only the
captive leatherbacks, predators even the score out in the wild. If option [Most leatherbacks that perish in...] is true, then
the similarity in the likelihood of reaching the maximum life expectancy between leatherbacks cooped up and those
swimming free seems more understandable. 

 

QUESTION 4

Is it necessary for defense lawyers to believe that the clients they defend are innocent of the charges against them?
Some legal scholars hold that lawyers* sole obligation is to provide the best defense they are capable of, claiming that
in democratic societies all people accused of crimes are entitled to the best possible legal representation. They argue
that lawyers have no right to judge defendants because it is the job of the courts to determine guilt or innocence and the
job of the lawyer to represent the defendant before the court. They believe that the lawyer\\'s responsibility is to state
those facts that will assist each client\\'s case, construct sound arguments based on these facts, and identify flaws in the
arguments of opposing counsel. According to these scholars, the lawyer\\'s role is not to express or act on personal
opinions but to act as an advocate, saying only what defendants would say if they possessed the proper training or
resources with which to represent themselves. 

But such a position overlooks the fact that the defense lawyer\\'s obligation is twofold: to the defendant, certainly, but no
less so to the court and, by extension, to society. For this reason, lawyers, great as their obligation to defendants is,
should not, as officers of the court, present to the court assertions that they know to be false. But by the same principle,
lawyers who are convinced that their clients are guilty should not undertake to demonstrate their innocence. Guilty
defendants should not be entitled to false or insincere representation. When lawyers know with certainty that a
defendant is guilty, it is their duty not to deny this. Rather, they should appraise the case as much as possible in their
client\\'s favor, after giving due consideration to the facts on the other side, and then present any extenuating
circumstances and argue for whatever degree of leniency in sentencing they sincerely believe is warranted. In cases
where it is uncertain whether the client is guilty but the lawyer sincerely believes the client may well be innocent, the
lawyer should of course try to prove that the client is innocent. 
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The lawyer\\'s obligation to the court and to society also ultimately benefits the defendant, because the "best defense"
can only truly be provided by an advocate who, after a careful analysis of the facts, is convinced of the merits of the
case. The fact that every client is entitled to a defense does not mean that defense lawyers should take every case they
are offered. Lawyers should not be mere mouthpieces for a defendant but instead advocates for the rights of the
defendant given the facts of the case. 

Which one of the following most accurately expresses the main idea of the passage? 

A. Some legal scholars defend a morally questionable view that defense lawyers* sole obligation to their clients is to
provide the best defense, while it is the court\\'s job to determine guilt or innocence. 

B. Defense lawyers should put aside personal judgments about their clients\\' guilt when determining how best to
proceed when representing a client. 

C. In a democracy, all persons accused of crimes have a right to an attorney who will state the facts, construct sound
arguments, and identify flaws in the arguments of opposing counsel. 

D. Lawyers should be mindful of their duty to society as well as to their clients and base the decision as to whether, and
how, to defend a client on the facts of the case. 

E. Defense attorneys are obligated to defend clients who request their professional services, especially when the
attorney is absolutely convinced of the client\\'s innocence. 

Correct Answer: D 

The main idea of this passage has to be the answer to the question posed at 1st paragraph, and it\\'s a tossup as to
whether that answer is better articulated by last paragraph. 

 

QUESTION 5

Of the eight students -- George, Helen, Irving, Kyle, Lenore, Nina, Olivia, and Robert -- in a seminar, 

exactly six will give individual oral reports during three consecutive days -- Monday, Tuesday, and 

Wednesday. Exactly two reports will be given each day -- one in the morning and one in the afternoon -according to the
following conditions: 

Tuesday is the only day on which George can give a report. 

Neither Olivia nor Robert can give an afternoon report. If Nina gives a report, then on the next day Helen 

and Irving must both give reports, unless Nina\\'s report is given on Wednesday. 

If Kyle and Lenore do not give reports, then the morning reports on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, 

respectively, could be given by 

A. Helen, George, and Nina 

B. Irving, Robert, and Helen 

C. Nina, Helen, and Olivia 

D. Olivia, Robert, and Irving 
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E. Robert, George, and Helen 

Correct Answer: D 

The question asks for a possible roster of morning students given that Kyle and Lenore - our two floaters are the
2rejected ones. All that\\'s being tested is your command of Rule 2: Since our 2 rejected ones have been named, then
Olivia and Robert must be chosen to report, and Rule 2 demands that their slots be mornings. 
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